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New study finds poaching has helped shrink population by 60% since elephants found in the rainforests of central and western Africa. The research, published in Journal of Applied Ecology, cites the "urgent need to stem poaching". True scale of UK role in torture and rendition after 911 revealed. African Religion and Environmental Dynamics - Infinity Press In West Africa on the fringes of Sahara desertification now occurs on a large scale. I ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL IN CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES is what is called "Carrying Capacity" which mans "maximum rate of resource use". West Africa. A Study of the Environment and of Mans Use of it. By Long usage has given the term West Africa a fairly clear meaning it is usage based upon a real physical separateness. West Africa is here taken as the area West Africa: a study of the environment and of mans use of it. The traditional African religions are a set of highly diverse beliefs that include various ethnic religions. Generally, these traditions are oral rather than scriptural, include belief in a supreme creator, belief in spirits, veneration of the dead, use of magic and traditional medicine. West and Central African religious practices generally manifest themselves. African forest elephants may face extinction sooner than thought: study Christianity must recognise and study the theological basis of the traditional African. The application of the Bible and the Christian Gospel to this very religious belief. this general observation, especially in Southern Africa and some parts of West Africa Man needs power from outside himself to control his environment. Ancient DNA reveals into Africa migration - BBC News - BBC.com Get this from a library! West Africa: a study of the environment and of mans use of it. Ronald James Harrison Church P R Moss